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Abstract
It is shown that the scattering amplitude for contact-interacting anyons does exhibit
a genuine non-perturbative sector. This means that the corresponding perturbative field
theoretical formulation, based on the 2+1 non-relativistic Chern-Simons gauge model cou-
pled to self-interacting complex scalar field, is not generally able to reproduce, order by
order in perturbation theory, the exact result. It is proven that the full agreement between
the exact scattering amplitude and the resummation of the perturbative expansion of the
renormalized 1PI amplitude actually occurs only for some continuous sub-family of self-
adjoint extensions of the quantum Hamiltonians, which entail the absence of bound states.
A comparison with previously obtained results is carefully worked out.
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I. It is well known since twenty years [1] that the Born approximation fails to reproduce
the celebrated Aharonov-Bohm scattering amplitude [2]. Later on, several efforts have
been put forward in order to attempt to reproduce the above amplitude, as well as various
anyons characteristic features, by means of perturbative power series expansions [3]. There
are also recent proposals in the Literature [4-9] to relate, order by order in perturbation
theory, the strength of the point-like interaction, for two particles on the plane, with
the renormalized coupling of some 2+1 dimensional non-relativistic field theoretic models.
Here we want to show how that issue appears indeed to exhibit remarkable subtleties;
moreover we shall be able to point out to what extent the above matter holds true and to
compare with previous results.
A first goal [4] was to put into a close relationship the quantum mechanical scattering
amplitude, for two particles interacting via δ-like potential on the plane, with the renor-
malized 1PI four-point function of a self-interacting non-relativistic complex scalar field
model. Now, it is well known [10] that δ-like potentials on the plane are not mathemati-
cally properly defined at the quantum level. The correct quantum mechanical formalism to
describe point-like interactions of two identical point particles with massm is only in terms
of the self-adjoint extensions of the relative Hamiltonian H0 = (p
2/m). This framework
will be referred to in the sequel as contact-interaction.
This leads [10] to the non-trivial scattering amplitude - which is entirely due to the
S-partial wave - given by√
πipf(p, E0) ≡ e2iδ0 − 1 = exp
{
2i arctan
π
ln(−p2/mE0)
}
− 1
=
2πi
ln(−p2/mE0)− iπ ;
(1)
here p is the modulus of the relative momentum, while E0 = EB < 0 is the bound
state energy and/or the opposite of the resonance’s energy Eres = −E0, which labels the
one-parameter continuous family of the self-adjoint extensions of H0 disclosing, thereby,
the presence of some non-trivial attractive interaction due to the boundary condition at
the origin. As a matter of fact, it turns out that, for any given non-trivial behaviour
at the origin of the square integrable wave function, a bound state always exists [10]
which specifies, in the most natural and physical manner, the corresponding self-adjoint
extension of H0. Notice that the limiting case EB → −∞ - the so called Friedrichs’
extension corresponding to regular wave functions - leads to a vanishing amplitude, i.e. to
the switching off of the contact-interaction (free particle). Consequently, we can conclude
that in two spatial dimensions the contact-interaction, which leads to non-trivial physical
effects, turns out always to be of attractive nature.
Now, one can try rather easily to identify the quantum mechanical momentum scale√
m|EB|, due to the presence of contact-interaction, with the subtraction point µ of a
renormalizable field theoretic model. The question is, therefore, to carefully verify whether
such an identification is actually there, taking into account the close relationship between
the quantum mechanical scattering amplitude and the renormalized 1PI four-point function
- in the center of mass frame - of a non-relativistic field theoretic model: namely,√
πipf(ϕ, p) =
m
4
Γ
(4)
R (p, ϕ) , (2)
2
which holds true in 2+1 dimensions.
The model is that of a self-interacting complex scalar field, as described by the fol-
lowing renormalized lagrangean density in 2ω+1 dimensions
LR ≡ L + Lc.t. = φ∗
(
i∂t +
1
2m
△
)
φ− µ2ǫ λ0
4m
(φ∗φ)2 , (3)
where △ ≡ ∂2, the bare coupling λ0 being determined, order by order in perturbation
theory, by
λ0 ≡ a0(λ) +
∞∑
k=1
ak(λ)
1
ǫk
= λ+ F (ǫ,m/µ) +
λ2
8πǫ
+
λ3
64π2ǫ2
+O
(
λ4
ǫ3
)
,
(4)
ǫ ≡ ω − 1 and µ is the conventional mass parameter within dimensional regularization.
Here, the quantity F (ǫ,m/µ) is the usual arbitrary finite part of the counterterm (analytic
for ǫ → 0), which has to be fixed by some renormalization prescription, while all the
coefficients of the higher poles (1/ǫk) can be readily computed from renormalization group
equations.
Now, it is an easy exercise to show that, if the finite part of the counterterm for the
one-loop 1PI four-point function - which turns out to be the only renormalization part
- is chosen to be equal to zero (MS-scheme), then the exact renormalized 1PI four-point
function, in two spatial dimensions and in the center of mass frame, reads
Γ
(4)
R (p/µ
′) =
(
−i λ
m
)
1
1− (λ/4π) {ln(p/µ′)− i(π/2)} , (5)
where µ′ is defined from lnµ′ = lnµ+ (1/2)[ln(4π)− γE ], γE being the Euler-Mascheroni
constant. According to Ref. [4], a comparison between Eq.s (1) and (5) allows us to
recognize the following correspondences, taking Eq. (2) into account: namely,
8
m
tan δ0(p, EB) =
(8π/m)
ln(−p2/mEB) = iΓ
(4)
R (ip/µ
′) , (6)
4π
λ
= ln
(√
m|EB|
µ′
)
; (7)
here δ0(p, EB) denotes the phase shift associated to the scattering amplitude of Eq. (1).
We notice that, owing to the fact that only attractive pure contact-interactions on the
plane are non-trivial, i.e. a bound state is always present [4], [10], there is no relationship
between the nature of the two-dimensional pure contact-interaction and the sign of the
scalar self-interaction, at variance with one- and three-dimensional cases [11]. In other
words, the sign of the renormalized coupling λ(µ′) is merely determined by the relative
magnitude between the physical scale
√−mEB and the definite (but arbitrary) choice
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of the subtraction scale µ, the attractive nature of the contact-interaction being anyway
understood.
It is apparent that Eq. (7) precisely provides the above mentioned relationship among
the renormalized coupling λ, within the MS-renormalization prescription, the mass scale
µ and the bound state energy EB. It is worthwhile to notice that, from Eq. (7) and taking
into account that the bound state energy EB is a physical parameter - i.e. µ-independent
- one immediately gets [4] that the β-function is exactly given by
β(λ) =
λ2
4π
. (9)
This exact value can also be obtained from perturbation theory, to any order, by noticing
that there are no higher order corrections - in the running coupling λ(µ′) - to the simple
pole (1/ǫ) in Eq. (4). Furthermore, it appears that Eq. (5) truly corresponds to the sum
of all the renormalized Feynman graphs and turns out to be, as it does, analytic function
of the renormalized coupling parameter λ.
The actual correspondences based upon Eq.s (2) or (6), appear to be firmly established
as they stand; it is natural to see, therefore, whether there exists a generalization in the
presence of the Aharonov-Bohm interaction, i.e. whether the scattering amplitude for
non-relativistic contact-interacting (or colliding) anyons may be exactly reproduced, after
resummation of the perturbative series of some suitable field theoretic model [6-9].
II. Let us in fact consider the quantum mechanical scattering amplitude, when the
Aharonov-Bohm (AB) gauge potential Aj(x1, x2) = αεjk(xk/r
2), j, k = 1, 2, ε12 = 1, r
2 =
x21 + x
2
2, is switched on. We can restrict ourselves to the interval −1 < α < 0 cause, as it
is well known, for integer values of α the Aharonov-Bohm quantum Hamiltonian is gauge
equivalent to the previously discussed pure contact-interaction Hamiltonian. There, once
again, the contact-interaction is described by the self-adjoint extensions ♯ of the relative
hamiltonian symmetric operator Hα = (1/m)[p−A(r)]2.
As we are here interested in the boson scalar like matter, we have to consider the
radial differential operator with vanishing angular momentum: namely,
hs(α) =
h¯2
m
{
− d
2
dr2
− 1
r
d
dr
+
α2
r2
}
. (10)
The general solution of the eigenvalue equation for the S-wave can be written in the form
ψs(pr) = AJ|α|(pr) +BN|α|(pr) , (11)
with p =
√
mE labelling the continuous part of the spectrum, J|α|(pr) and N|α|(pr) being
the Bessel and Neumann functions respectively. Notice that the coefficients A and B can
always be chosen to be real without loss of generality.
♯ As the AB hamiltonian operator has deficiency indices (2,2), the most general form of
the self-adjoint extensions of the AB hamiltonian operator is provided by a four parameter
family, whose elements do not commute, in general, with the angular momentum operator
[12].
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It turns out [10],[13],[14] that the one parameter continuous family of the self-adjoint
extensions of the radial Hamiltonian of zero angular momentum can be described in terms
of the quantity E0 according to
γ ≡ A
B
sinπα− cosπα = sgn(E0)
(
p2
m|E0|
)α
, (12)
where −∞ ≤ E0 < +∞, the energy scale E0 being here evidently assumed to be in-
dependent from the magnetic flux and/or statistical parameter α, as it has to label the
self-adjoint extensions. In all and only the cases in which −∞ < E0 < 0, there always
exists a bound state whose energy is precisely EB = E0. Furthermore, the case E0 = −∞
corresponds to the original Aharonov-Bohm quantum Hamiltonian [2].
It also happens that the analysis of the stationary scattering states leads to the fol-
lowing S-wave phase shift
tan
{
δ0(p, α, E0)− π
2
α
}
≡ −B
A
= sinπ|α|
{
sgn(E0)
(
p2
m|E0|
)α
+ cosπ|α|
}−1
. (13)
Then, an easy exercise leads to the scattering partial S-wave amplitude
√
πipf0(p, E0;α) =
(
1− eiπα) 1− sgn(E0)(p2/m|E0|)α
exp{iπα}+ sgn(E0)(p2/m|E0|)α . (14)
It is immediate to check that, in the limit α → 0, the pure contact-interaction amplitude
of Eq. (1) is readily recovered from Eq. (14) when −∞ ≤ E0 < 0, whereas the expression
(14) indeed vanishes in the above limit when 0 ≤ E0 < +∞. *
The open question is now to establish whether the above quantum mechanical ampli-
tudes can be exactly reobtained order by order in perturbation theory, taking the general
relation of Eq. (2) into account, starting from the field theoretic model described by the
renormalized lagrangean density in 2ω+1 dimensions
LR = Lmatter + LCS , (15)
corresponding to a non-relativistic charged scalar field interacting with a Chern-Simons
gauge field [5]. Here we actually have
Lmatter = φ∗ (i∂t + eA0)φ+ 1
2m
|i∇φ+ eAφ|2 − µ2ǫ λ0
4m
(φ∗φ)2 , (16.a)
LCS = κ
2
εjlAl (∂tAj − ∂jA0) , (16.b)
with
λ0 ≡ a0(λ, ν) +
∞∑
k=1
ak(λ, ν)
1
ǫk
, ν ≡ e
2
κ
= 2πα . (17)
* We observe that the value E0 = 0 corresponds to a well defined self-adjoint Hamilto-
nian, whose domain is that one of pure irregular wave functions at the origin.
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To be quite general, we understand that the scalar self-interaction renormalized coupling
λ and the CS coupling ν, which does not renormalize, are independent free parameters. In
so doing, the renormalized lagrangean density (3) is recovered in the limit ν → 0.
It is possible to show, from Feynman’s rules and the power counting criterion, that (15)
is stable under radiative corrections, i.e. there is no need of any further counterterm, but
scalar self-interaction, to make Green’s functions finite to all orders in perturbation theory
[15]. It is important to stress that, within the present model, the scalar self-interacting bare
coupling is necessarily generated by the radiative corrections induced from the minimal
coupling with the Chern-Simons gauge potential.
Now, starting from the lagrangean (15), the perturbative evaluation of the partial S-
wave renormalized scattering amplitude leads to, up to the two-loop approximation [5-6]
and in the MS-renormalization-scheme,
Γ
(4)
R,s(p/µ
′, ν)
∣∣∣
2−loop
= −i λ
m
− ν
2
2m
− i
m
λ2 − 4ν2
4π
(
ln
p
µ′
− iπ
2
)
− iλ
4πm
λ2 − 4ν2
4π
(
ln
p
µ′
− iπ
2
)2
+ i
λν2
24m
,
(18)
together with the relationship
λ0(ǫ) = λ+
λ2 − 4ν2
8π
1
ǫ
+
λ
8π
λ2 − 4ν2
8π
1
ǫ2
+O
(
1
ǫ3
)
. (19)
First we notice that, once again, owing to the absence of higher order corrections
to the coefficient of the simple pole in (1/ǫ), the β-function is exactly provided by the
expression
β(λ) =
λ2 − 4ν2
4π
, (20)
which means that perturbative scale invariance occurs at the critical values λ
(±)
cr = ±2ν =
±4πα, according to Ref. [5]. It should be stressed that those critical values are obtained
within the framework of field theoretic perturbation theory; on the other hand, we recall
that the exact quantum mechanical amplitude of Eq. (14) exhibits non-perturbative scale
invariance if and only if E0 = −∞, E0 = 0.
Now the key point. A straightforward comparison between the quantum mechanical
amplitude of Eq. (14) and the field theoretical perturbative expansion of Eq.s (18-19), al-
lows us to establish the domain in the parameter space (α, λ) in which the two formulations
appear to be exactly equivalent. This analysis shows that the exact correspondence takes
place only in the following two cases:
a) α = 0, ∀λ ∈ R (pure contact-interaction);
b) λ = 0, ∀α ∈]− 1, 0] (CS minimal coupling), provided 0 < E0 < +∞.
Let us in fact consider the limit α → 0 of Eq. (18); then the expansion in powers of λ
of the pure contact-interaction amplitude of Eq. (5) is correctly recovered. If, instead,
we let λ → 0, then the expansion in powers of α of Eq. (14) is indeed obtained only
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in the domain 0 < E0 < +∞, which is characterized by the absence of bound states.
This means that, strictly speaking, only the amplitudes corresponding to the sub-family of
self-adjoint Hamiltonians with purely continuous spectrum and non-trivial scaling behavior
are actually reproduced by the renormalized minimally coupled Chern-Simons perturbative
field theory in the MS-scheme, i.e. with a0(λ, ν) = 0 and ak = ak(ν), provided we identify
µ′ =
√
mE0.
On the contrary, the expansion in powers of α - the strength of the AB interaction -
of the exact quantum mechanical amplitude (14) in the attractive domain EB = E0 < 0,
where a bound state is always present, reads√
πipf0(p, EB;α) =
(im/4)T (p, EB)
1− (im/8)T (p, EB) +
4iπ2α2
3mT (p, EB)
1 + (im/8)T (p, EB)
1− (im/8)T (p, EB) +O(α
4) ,
(21)
where
T (p, EB) ≡ (8π/m)
ln(−p2/mEB) .
Now, since the first term in the RHS of the expansion is just
√
πipf0(p, EB;α = 0), i. e.
the amplitude of Eq. (1), it follows from Eq. (5-7) that the quantity T (p, EB) must be
given by
T (p, EB) =
(λ/m)
1− (λ/4π) ln(p/µ′) , EB = −
µ′2
m
exp
{
8π
λ
}
. (22)
As a consequence, it is absolutely manifest that the coefficient of α2 in Eq. (21) is not
analytic in the renormalized coupling λ. Thereby, the resummation of the perturbative
expansion of Γ
(4)
R,s(p/µ
′, α), whose two-loop value is provided by Eq. (18), will never be such
to fully reproduce the exact formula (14), which turns out to contain truly non-perturbative
effects (the AB effect in the presence of the attractive contact-interaction).
We stress once again that the latter conclusions lies on the assumed independence
from α of the energy scale E0, which labels the one-parameter family of self-adjoint Hamil-
tonians. On the other hand, this very same assumption is mandatory in order to correctly
reproduce, in the limit α → 0, the pure contact-interaction amplitude of Eq. (1). An
alternative possibility has been considered in Ref.s [6], [7], [8], where it is instead tacitly
assumed that the contact-interaction disappears after the switching off of the AB interac-
tion, as we shall further discuss in the sequel.
To sum up, in the parameter plane (α, λ) the precise correspondence between pertur-
bative quantum field theory and non-perturbative quantum mechanics is rigorously estab-
lished only on the coordinate’s axes α = 0, λ = 0 and only for the continuous sub-family
of self-adjoint extensions which do not admit bound states, namely 0 < E0 < +∞.
III. It is very instructive to compare our result with the treatments given in the recent
Literature [5-9] and to carefully discuss why different points of view and conclusions do
indeed arise.
In order to do this, let us first briefly recollect and comment some of the most fre-
quently used parametrizations and conventions concerning the self-adjoint extensions of
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the Aharonov-Bohm relative radial hamiltonian operator of vanishing angular momentum
(see Eq. (10)). Those extensions have to be encoded into the quantity (see Eq.s (11) and
(12))
γ ≡ A
B
sinπα− cosπα . (23)
The condition for the absence or presence of a bound state, ∀α ∈]−1, 0], reads respectively:
γ = −∞, γ ≥ 0 (absence) and −∞ < γ < 0 (presence).
As the phase shift of the S-partial wave is provided by
tan
{
δ0 +
π
2
|α|
}
= −B
A
=
sinπ|α|
cosπ|α|+ γ , (24)
the S-partial wave scattering amplitude can be immediately written in the form
√
πipf0(α; [γ]) =
(
1− e−iπ|α|
) 1− γ
e−iπ|α| + γ
. (25)
Notice that the limit γ → −∞ corresponds to the original AB amplitude [2].
In order to exhibit some explicit formula for the scattering amplitude, it is mandatory
to specify the quantity γ as a function of the following independent variables: the modulus p
of the center of mass momentum, the magnetic flux (or statistical) parameter α and some
further parameter, which labels the continuous family of self-adjoint extensions, which
necessarily involves the presence of an additional momentum scale (or length scale). To
this aim, two alternative basic choices are available in the Literature: let us briefly analyse
both of them.
The first possibility is the one we have previously introduced (see Eq. (12)), which is
equivalent to the one of Ref. [14]: namely,
γ(α,E0) = sgn(E0)
(√
m|E0|
p
)2|α|
, (26)
with −∞ ≤ E0 < +∞ and E0 is understood to be α-independent. We notice that such an
energy scale is a physical observable quantity: it represents the resonance energy (when
E0 > 0 and −1 < α < −12), or the slope of the cross section (when E0 > 0 and −12 < α <
0), or the bound state energy (when E0 < 0).
The second possibility is the parametrization used in Ref. [6]: namely,
γ(α,w) =
1
w
(
2h¯
pR
)2|α|
Γ(1 + |α|)
Γ(1− |α|) , (27)
with R is some fixed length (say 1 cm) and w ∈ R independent from |α|. Here, the
dimensionless quantity w is related to the behavior of the wave function at the origin and,
thereby, it does not represent a directly observable quantity.
Now, it is absolutely crucial to gather the following subtle point. For a given fixed non-
zero value of the magnetic flux (or statistical parameter) α, Eq.s (26) and (27) give perfectly
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equivalent labelling of the continuous one-parameter family of self-adjoint extensions of the
S-wave radial hamiltonian, according to Von Neumann’s theorem.
But, if we want to establish some correspondence with perturbative quantum field
theory, we need more, as we must look at the scattering amplitude as analytic function
of the variable α ∈] − 1, 0]. In so doing, it will be clear, as we shall explain below, that
the two options of Eq.s (26) and (27) actually describe physically different situations and,
not surprisingly, they lead to quite different conclusions concerning the possibility to fully
reproduce the scattering amplitude within perturbative quantum field theory.
i) If we restrict ourselves to the continuous sub-family of self-adjoint extensions la-
belled by 0 < γ < +∞, it is easy to realize that both parametrizations lead to equivalent
descriptions in the following sense. The pure CS model λ = 0, µ′ =
√
mE0 or such an
α-dependent renormalized scalar coupling
λ(α) = 4π|α|1− w
1 + w
, µ′ =
√
4π(2h¯/R) exp{−(3/2)γE} , (28)
as proposed in Ref. [6], both reproduce, order-by-order in the renormalized couplings, the
very same amplitude (25), when 0 < γ < +∞ that means w > 0, up to some one-to-one
redefinition of the parameters. Notice that, if 0 < γ < +∞, the amplitude vanishes when
α→ 0, i.e. when the CS-AB interaction is turned off.
ii)On the contrary, within the complementary continuous sub-family of self-adjoint ex-
tensions labelled by −∞ ≤ γ ≤ 0, that includes the standard AB case, the two parametriza-
tions describe truly different physical situations. As a matter of fact, according to our
choice (26), the bound state energy E0 = EB < 0 - a physical observable quantity - is
assumed to be independent from the magnetic flux α and, thereby, it becomes the natural
parameter which labels the self-adjoint extensions.
Owing to this choice (26), on the one hand the amplitude (21) is not analytic func-
tion of the renormalized scalar self-interaction renormalized coupling λ but, on the other
hand, from the very same choice (26), one does correctly reproduce the non-vanishing pure
contact-interaction case of Eq. (1), when α→ 0.
We stress once again that, in so doing, the underlying CS gauge field theory involves
a renormalized scalar self-interaction λ truly independent from the scalar-CS minimal
coupling ν - which does not renormalize - as it must be on general ground: namely,
λ(α = 0) 6= 0 at variance with Eq. (28).
Alternatively, if the amplitude (25) is expressed by means of Eq. (27) with −∞ <
w < 0, then the bound state energy reads:
EB(α,w) = −
(
− 1
w
)1/|α|(
4h¯2
mR2
)[
Γ(1 + |α|)
Γ(1− |α|)
]1/|α|
. (29)
Now, it is quite clear that, under the assumption that w is α-independent - what is explicitly
done in Ref.s [6] and [9] - the bound state energy, which is a physical quantity, becomes
α-dependent, at variance with what happens in the previous approach: this is the reason
why it can no longer be used, in this approach, as an independent parameter to label the
continuous family of self-adjoint extensions. Furthermore, in the limit α → 0 the bound
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state energy (29) goes to −∞, which means that the pure contact-interaction case can no
longer be recovered. Nevertheless it is remarkable that, thanks to Eq. (28), the sub-family
of the scattering amplitudes which entail the presence of a bound state (i.e. −∞ < w < 0)
might be reobtained after resummation of the perturbative field-theoretic expansion, but
for the singular case w = −1. It would be very interesting to verify whether the latter
circumstance still occurs in the N -particle sectors (with N > 2) [16], in the presence of
additional interactions other than the AB potential and in the relativistic case [17].
To sum up, we can draw the following conclusions:
i) in the absence of bound states, the exact solution of the quantum mechanical two-
body problem can always be reobtained after resummation of the perturbative expansion
from the Chern-Simons field theoretic model in the non-relativistic case.
ii) in the presence of bound states, two alternative situations do occur:
a) if the physical bound state energy EB results to be independent from the magnetic flux
(or statistical) parameter α, then the renormalized coupling λ is also α-independent and
the scattering amplitude is not analytic in λ, albeit the pure contact-interacting case is
correctly recovered in the limit α→ 0;
b) if the physical bound state energy EB results to be some suitable function of α, then the
renormalized coupling λ is also α-dependent and the exact quantum mechanical scattering
amplitude can be reobtained after resummation from the CS field theoretic perturbative
approach, but for the special case EB(α,w = −1) = −
(
4h¯2
mR2
) [
Γ(1+|α|)
Γ(1−|α|)
]1/|α|
; however, the
pure contact-interacting case cannot be recovered in the limit α→ 0.
As a final comment, we can say that, since the bound state energy EB and the magnetic
flux α are observable quantities, their actual relationship can be in principle experimentally
checked. Therefore, the above discussed alternative possibilities of describing the model
in terms of perturbative quantum field theory do eventually concern the concrete physical
framework to which the model itself could actually be applied.
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